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How can generative methods be used 
to produce meaningful interventions 
that create enhanced reading 
experiences?

How can typographic interventions 
be used to reveal aspects of language, 
meaning and the printed word?

How can convention be used to reveal 
aspects of the relationship between 
language and the visible word in 
context?

How can convention be used to reveal 
aspects of language in visible form?

How can aspects of visual language  
be revealed through formal 
intervention?
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Introduction: The question behind 
this research slowly evolved over 
a number months. The response 
generated a large body of diverse 
reading experiences. This body of work 
stands as collection of individual ideas 
that can be applied to new contexts. 
A number of these ideas were selected 
and developed to create five finished 
books that form an output. The 
research produced a method that 
facilitates the combination of textual 
analysis with visual expression in 
meaningful ways. This method can 
be applied to any number of new 
contexts. It also ensures that the 
existing body of work can be added  
to at a later date. All work was 
produced by manipulating the 
relationship between form and 
language to alter meaning.









Interventions in letterform: Initial 
interventions in individual letterforms 
were carried out in an attempt 
to identify the ‘tipping point’ of 
character recognition. The aim was to 
produce a form that would be read as 
a geometric object and as a linguistic 
signifier. The use of an unexpected 
disclosure of meaning plays a large 
part in the overall project.



006Cross-sectioning and rotating extruded 
letterforms.  Two interventions in the 
extruded letterforms of Helvetica Bold.

Plan: Horizontal cross section at  
centre point. 

Elevation: Vertical cross section at  
centre point.  
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008Interventions in the extruded letterforms of 
uppercase characters set in Helvetica Bold. 

Cross section at 45°. 
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010Interventions in the extruded letterforms of 
uppercase characters set in Helvetica Bold. 

Rotated. 
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You are reading a body of text. It consists of one 
thousand two hundred and twenty seven characters 
that form one two hundred and eighty three words 
of what can only be described as smarty-pants self-
referential copy. But there is more to it. You are reading 
a body of text. It consists of one thousand two hundred 
and twenty seven characters that form one two hundred 
and eighty three words of what can only be described 
as smarty-pants self-referential copy. But there is more 
to it. You are reading a body of text. It consists of one 
thousand two hundred and twenty seven characters 
that form one two hundred and eighty three words 
of what can only be described as smarty-pants self-
referential copy. But there is more to it. 



You are reading a body of text. It consists of one 
thousand two hundred and twenty seven characters 
that form one two hundred and eighty three words 
of what can only be described as smarty-pants self-
referential copy. But there is more to it. You are reading 
a body of text. It consists of one thousand two hundred 
and twenty seven characters that form one two hundred 
and eighty three words of what can only be described 
as smarty-pants self-referential copy. But there is more 
to it. You are reading a body of text. It consists of one 
thousand two hundred and twenty seven characters 
that form one two hundred and eighty three words 
of what can only be described as smarty-pants self-
referential copy. But there is more to it. 



Analysis of the novel



Analysis of the novel: The Pigeon by 
Patrick Süskind was the first text 
selected for analysis. The short novella 
tells the story of French security 
guard and urban hermit Jonathan 
Noel. Jonathan seems relatively 
happy with his solitary life of routine 
until a pigeon comes to roost in his 
apartment. The pigeon’s unwelcome 
arrival shatters Jonathan’s composure 
and triggers an existential crisis as he 
attempts to deal with the intrusion 
into his organised life. The story 
echoes the research question as it is 
about how an established pattern  
can be disrupted by an outside force. 
The narrative demonstrates how 
hidden aspects of everyday life can  
be revealed through intervention.



016An analysis of the novel through typographic 
intervention. Examples used are The Pigeon  
by Patrick Suskind and Animal Farm by 
George Orwell.

Information through typographic 
intervention. Character frequency revealed 
through point size. Extract: The Pigeon.  



017 Information through typographic 
intervention. Character frequency revealed 
through numerals. Extract: The Pigeon.  



018Information through typographic 
intervention. Character frequency revealed 
through reorganisation. Extract: The Pigeon.  
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020Interventions in page layout. Space is used 
to create ambiguous relationships between 
sentences, words and letterforms. Extract: 
The Pigeon.  
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024Methods of revealing the frequency of a 
selected element. Extract: The Pigeon.  
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028All instances of the letter ‘A’ expressed using 
photography. Extract: The Pigeon.  
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032Information through typographic 
intervention. Single page novel, broken into 
chapters. Animal Farm. 



033 Information through typographic 
intervention. Attributing speech to novel 
character types. Animal Farm. 



034Information through typographic 
intervention. Single page novel 
comparison; Animal Farm and The Pigeon. 
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036Chapters organised according to size.  
The Pigeon. 



037 Paragraphs organised according to size.  
Extract: The Pigeon.  



038Sentences organised according to size.  
Extract: The Pigeon.  



039 Words organised according to size.  
Extract: The Pigeon.  



040Interventions in the printing process using 
on line fragments and column shape. Type 
was printed in part or partially over-printed 
incorporating the arbitrary misregistration 
produced when using the manual feed 
function of the HP laserjet 4250N.  
Extract: The Pigeon.  



041



042



043









One thousand two hundred and 
twenty seven characters: Over fifty 
separate small-scale interventions 
were carried out on a specifically 
written specimen text. The self-
referential text, which describes 
the effect of an intervention on a 
text, only functions after it has been 
subject to an intervention. This 
produces a tension between language, 
form and meaning and provides a 
suitable subject for repeated formal 
intervention. 
 Individual interventions were 
carried out on one of three levels. 
Meta: Aspects concerning language. 
Macro: Aspects concerning the 
form of the book. Micro: Aspects 
concerning the printed page. 

 





As the project progressed, certain 
methods and techniques emerged 
from the body of work. One of these 
was a methodology that facilitated 
the making of interventions in more 
meaningful, efficient and organised 
ways. This method divides the  
process of analysis and intervention 
into four basic steps. A slight shift  
in response to all or any of these  
steps can produce any number of 
possible results.

1 - Identify a specimen text 

2 - Identify a level of intervention   
 (Meta, macro, micro)

3 - Identify an aspect for disclosure

4 - Identify a means of intervention
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053 An intervention in type distribution using word frequency. 
Words are cumulatively revealed as the book progresses. 
Most frequently used words appear first, and all unique 
words to appear on the final page.  



054An intervention in type distribution using letter type. 
Each vowel is removed from the complete text as the book 
progresses. The final spread reveals the vowel and consonant 
composition of the text.  
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056An intervention in text. All text is replaced with full-stops. 
The length of silence represented by the total number of full 
stops (58) is equal to the length of time it takes to read the 
original text aloud (116 seconds).  



057 An intervention in text using punctuation. All punctuation 
marks are removed, scaled, sorted into types, and organised 
according to frequency.    



058An intervention in form of language.  
Abbreviated SMS style. 



059 An intervention in form of language.  
Braille and binary code. 



060An intervention in reading. Individual characters appear on 
pages alongside numbers. Each number represents a specific 
position of an instance of that character on a single page.  



061 An intervention in character sequence. Arranged according 
to alphabetical order.  

An intervention in character sequence. Arranged according 
to the amount of physical space required, beginning with  
the largest.



062An intervention in word sequence. Arranged according to 
alphabetical order.  

An intervention in word sequence. Arranged according  
to the amount of physical space required, beginning with  
the largest.   



063 An intervention in sentence sequence. Arranged according 
to alphabetical order.  

An intervention in letter sequence. Arranged according  
to the amount of physical space required, beginning with  
the largest.   



064An intervention in form of language. Selected word types 
replaced with images. 



065 An intervention in the context in which the text appears.       
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069 An intervention in page orientation. The text is inverted.  



070An intervention in reading direction. The text reads from 
front to back, bottom to top, right to left.  



071 An intervention in page turning using line length.  
Each paragraph begins on page one, and runs in one 
continuos line. 



072Intervention into page turning using column position.  
The column is distributed evenly throughout the right-hand 
margin of four pages. These pages need to be aligned and 
held in place in order for the text to be read.  
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074An intervention in page turning based on column position. 
Type is distributed evenly throughout 12 pages. The column 
is moved to the right so the text is bisected by the outside 
edge of page.   



075 An intervention in page turning based on text position.  
Type is distributed evenly throughout eight pages. The 
column is moved to the right so the type is bisected by the 
spine of the book. Each page must be held ‘mid-turn’ in 
order for the remainder of the column to be read. 



076An intervention in page turning based on pace. Sections 
of Type are revealed as the book progresses. The sections 
begin with paragraphs and move into sentences, and words 
causing the pace of turning to increase.  
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078An intervention in border size. While adhering to 
an underlying grid, the width of the inside border is 
incrementally increased in size. This intervention is then 
carried out on the top border. Finally both interventions  
are reversed. 
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080An intervention in book holding based on borders.  



081 An intervention in book holding based on reading distance. 
Type alternates between 4pt on one spread, and 72pt with a 
dot screen treatment on the next.  



082An intervention in book editions. Edition of fifty, using only 
one word per book.  



083 An intervention in book editions. Edition of fifty, using only 
one sentence per book.  



084An intervention in book editions. Edition of fifty, using only 
one page per book.  



085 An intervention in the use of page opacity. One sentence 
per page. The rectos are printed with 25% black type, versos 
are printed with 100% black, horizontally flipped type. The 
second sentence is read through the page.     
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088An intervention in type distribution. Type is printed one 
word per page and scaled accordingly.  
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090An intervention in type distribution. Access to the complete 
body of text is dependent on the correct sequencing of nine 
individual books.  
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93



094



095 An intervention in leading. The first sentence is repeated a 
number of times. Excess leading is added at particular points 
to alter emphasis in the sentence.  



096An intervention in page layout. Space is used to create 
ambiguous relationships between sentences, words  
and letterforms.
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098An intervention in page layout. Type is obscured while the 
underlying grid is made visible.



099 An intervention in the relationship between recto and verso 
based on type tone. Type is unconventionally split between 
two pages. The percentage of ink used on the rectos falls in 
10% increments as the book progresses, simultaneously, the 
percentage of ink used on the versos rises.  



100An intervention in the relationship between recto and verso 
based on paragraphs. Type is unconventionally split between 
two pages. 
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104An intervention in counter spaces. Counters are isolated, 
sorted into types, and organised according to frequency. 
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106An intervention in ascenders and descenders. Ascenders 
and descenders are isolated, sorted into types, and organised 
according to frequency.
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108An intervention in type of visual information disclosed. 
Solid black reveals column length, paragraph length, 
sentence length and word length.   
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110An intervention in types of visual information disclosed. 
Solid black reveals the shape of familiar words, rendering 
them partially legible.  



111 An intervention in types of visual information disclosed, 
considering type in three dimentions. Vertical lines represent 
a 0.1mm horizontal section of the center of the column. 
Horizontal lines represent a 0.1mm vertical section of the 
centre of the column.  



112An intervention in defining space based on space around 
words. Space used to define words, sentences, lines, 
paragraphs, the beginning and the end is removed.  
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116An intervention in defining space based on space around 
letters. The reduction of space around letters on the verso is 
made visible on the recto.  
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118An intervention in the plane on which type appears.  



119 An intervention in the printing process based on column 
shape and word frequency. Type was partially over-printed 
incorporating the arbitrary misregistration produced when 
using the manual feed function of the HP Laserjet 4250N. 
The most frequently used word was over-printed by the 
amount of times it appeared.    







Reluctant text



Reluctant text: This line of enquiry 
was an attempt to establish how a 
group of words might look if they 
were reluctant to be read. How might 
words and letters act if they wanted to 
avoid being perceived by the reader? 
What would their behavior tell us 
about the original forms?    
 This playful development consisted 
of interventions on a micro level to 
reveal aspects of the formal quality 
of type. Each variation challenged a 
convention, or subjected letterforms 
to a process that altered appearance. 



124What if the 
strikethrough used 
increased in weight? 



125 What if the 
letterforms acquired 
a stroke that  
increased in weight? 



126What if the text was 
printed as a halftone 
image and the dot 
screen became 
became increasingly 
larger? 
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129



130What if the column 
was mis-printed? 

What if the 
type was flipped 
horizontally?



131 What if the 
type was flipped 
vertically? 

What if the tracking 
or leading was too 
tight?  



132What if the type 
was too small?  

What if the type 
was too big? 

What if a triple 
hit of black was 
misregistered?  

What if lines were 
reduced to areas of 
solid back?  



133 What if vertical 
lines represented a 
0.1mm horizontal 
section from the 
center of the 
column? 

What if the tone of 
each line became 
progressively lighter 
in 5% increments?  

What if there was 
a large transparent 
area in the centre of 
the column? 

What if there was  
a large black area  
in the centre of  
the column? 



134What if the type 
was printed 5% 
black on a white 
background? 

What if there was 
a series of diagonal 
lines behind the 
text?  

What if the type 
was printed 95% 
black on a black 
background? 

What if all letters 
were replaced with 
an ‘x’? 



135 What if the text was 
set in wingdings? 

What if the type 
acquired a black 
stroke?  

What if the type 
acquired a white 
stroke?  

What if the type 
was out of focus?  



136What if the page 
was crumpled into 
a ball and flattened 
out again?  

What if the page 
was crumpled into 
a ball? 

What if the type 
was sliced and 
inaccurately re-
constructed?  

What if the page 
was torn into strips?  



137 What if the text was 
printed as a halftone 
image?

What if the type 
was pixelated?  

 



138What if the page 
was poorly scanned? 

What if the page 
was badly written?  

What if the column 
was rotated?  

What if only 
numbers appeared?  



139 What if the type 
was vertically 
decreased?  

What if the type 
was vertically 
increased?  

What if the type 
was set on a curved 
path?  

What if the type 
was set on a wavey 
path?  



140What if you could 
see the reverse of 
the page?  

What if there were 
large amounts of 
space between 
words?  



141 What the text was 
over emphasised? 

What if the text was 
broken into eight 
equal parts  
and reassembled 
incorrectly?  

What if the column 
was reproduced four 
times in increasingly 
smaller sizes?  
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144What if the text was 
only visible through 
a number of circles 
of various sizes

What if the text was 
broken into three 
concentric circles 
and reassembled 
incorrectly?  

What if some words 
fell out of the 
column?  



145 The if the text was 
reproduced forty 
times and set on 
increasing greater 
angles.  

What if the text was 
set like a dictionary?  



146What if a white grid 
with circler holes 
was placed  
over the type?  

What if a black grid 
with circler holes 
was placed  
over the type?  

What if all the lines 
were organised into 
a circular form? 

What if all the type 
was represented as 
an area of black?  



147 What if a glass of 
water obscured  
the text?  

What if a hand 
obscured the text?  

What if some ink 
obscured the text?  

What if an image 
obscured the text?  



148What if the type 
was photographed 
with motion blur?  



149 What if the text was 
photographed as it 
appeared on Skype?  

What if the 
type was poorly 
photographed?  



150What if the text 
was scanned from a 
folded page?  

What if text was cut 
into lines and placed 
on a page?  

What if a book was 
poorly photocopied?  



151 What if a page 
of this book was 
replaced with a  
page of another?  

What if all the 
words were 
scribbled out?  

What if the text  
was full of errors?    
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(il)legible 



(il)legible: Legibility by Rolf F. Rehe 
covers various factors concerning 
the legibility of type. It was selected 
as a means of expanding on specific 
findings from the Reluctant text series 
of interventions. As the text is either 
illegible, or only partially legible, there 
is an interesting dialogue between 
form and language.  



158An essay entitled Legibility by Rolf F. Rehe 
rendered illegible or partially illegible using 
methods derived from pervious studies 
based on interventions made.

An essay on legibility set in letterforms with 
an additional 5pt stroke. 
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160An essay on legibility set without the defining 
space around words, lines, and pages.  
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162An essay on legibility set with a randomly 
positioned column.  
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164An essay on legibility set with vertical lines 
that represent a 0.1mm horizontal section of 
the center of the column.  
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166An essay on legibility set with diagonal lines 
of increasing weight.  
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168An essay on legibility set with with a wave 
pattern of increasing frequency.  



169 An essay on legibility set with with zig-zag 
pattern of increasing frequency.                        





You are reading a body of text. It consists of one 
thousand two hundred and twenty seven characters 
that form one hundred and eighty three words of 
what can only be described as smarty-pants self-
referential copy. But there is more to it. 
 These words have been carefully selected and 
arranged to form sentences. These sentences in turn 
form paragraphs that contribute to a statement of 
precise meaning. To give form to language however, 
is to contribute to that meaning. This meaning is the 
result of the dialogue between language and form, 
considered manipulation of this dialogue, should 
result in energetic and compelling typography. That 
is why the text you are reading refers to the method 
of visual representation selected. So you should 
be experiencing an awareness of the relationship 
between language and form at this very moment. 
 The research question that generated the response 
you are experiencing slowly evolved over a number 
of months. This project is the result of an exploration 
of how convention can be used to reveal aspects of 
language and visible form. Attention is drawn to 
various aspects of convention through intervention 
into the specific aspect under investigation. 
 Now, how did things have get so theoretical? 
Ultimately you will more than likely respond to 
the formal qualities of this page. And so, to a large 
extent this text was devised simply as a subject 
into which these various investigations could be 
carried out. So this text could simply be described 
as nothing more than visual language as a formal 
matter. Which is what it is. 



Output 



Output: Five separate reading 
experiences were selected for further 
development. Rather than a series 
of resolutions however, the project 
output should be considered as a 
by-product of the work generated 
in an effort to resolve the research 
question. This reflects the ‘explore not 
explain’ ethos of this project. Each 
book was produced by manipulating 
the relationship between form and 
language to alter meaning.
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175 An Essay on Legibility by Rolf F. Rehe 

A result of the Reluctant text experiments, 
this is an essay on legibility rendered 
illegible. In this particular instance the type 
is out of focus, the type was distorted to a 
point where some familiar word shapes may 
be recognisable.
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177 Organising Organizing from the Inside Out 
from the Inside Out

This publication uses typographic space as 
a means of reorganising an extract from 
the book Organizing from the Inside Out. 
The contents of the extract are presented, 
unpacked, and re-packed according to word 
size to give new meaning to the body of 
text. The final text uses language that relates 
to organisation and it is highly organised, 
but very chaotic when read. 
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179 A book about a book about a book 

What began as an macro intervention to 
reveal the form of the book, resulted in a 
book that describes itself. In this case it is 
the shared experience of a graphic designer, 
but were it from a scientists, or an ecologists 
point of view, I’m sure the text would be far 
different, and possibly far more interesting.
As if showing a familiar object in a series of 
tiny details, this book introduces different 
meta, macro and micro aspects of the book. 
The final page reveals the words on the 
cover and thus the connection is made 
between the meaning of the words and the 
object held. This project uses an unexpected 
disclosure of meaning to alter, and hopefully 
enhance, the perception of the object.  
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181 The Pigeon, Brian and the HP  
Laserjet 4250N

This project features The novella The Pigeon 
by Patrick Süskind and a simple formal 
intervention intended to express feelings 
of panic and anxiety experienced by the 
protagonist. The production process includes 
a recreation of the arbitrary misregistration 
produced when overprinting with the 
manual feed function on the HP Laserjet 
4250N.  Like waves of nausea, sections 
of the novel where Jonathan experiences 
emotional disruption have been printed 
onto the same page twice. This creates a 
visual discord that echoes the experience 
being highlighted. 
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183 The Analogue Language Generator 9,000

This publication was created from a macro 
intervention intended to reveal aspects of 
sentence structure.   
 The piece consists of nine books 
that contain fragments from three self-
referential statements on form and language. 
These statements can be revealed through 
the correct configuration of fragments, 
only after the books have been correctly 
arranged on a flat surface. Reconfiguration 
of the fragments to generates language. This 
project reveals how aspects of how language 
relate to the form of the book.
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Conclusion



Conclusion: Project work (both 
gathered and created) was organised 
and re-organised in an effort to 
create meaning, to tell a story of 
discovery and understanding. Each 
of these configurations produced 
a different narrative, each valid in 
it’s own way. The story selected is 
the one that is most meaningful 
at this moment in time. It is most 
likely however that in time, this 
current configuration of work will 
give way to a new re-imagined 
one, providing a story created with 
greater awareness and a deeper 
understanding of both subject  
and context.
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